WHAT IS THE STEEL CHALLENGE COMPETITION?
To put it simply, the Steel Challenge competition is a 5 target speed shooting competition. 5
targets are set up in certain arrangements and the shooter then hits each of the 5 targets.
There is no specific order in which the targets need to be shot with the exception of one, the
stop plate.
Competitors rarely need to move from their original shooting position during the course of fire
so this makes for a very simple procedure to follow. In addition to these very few and simple
rules, almost anyone who owns any type of rimfire pistol or rifle can compete in the steel
challenge.
Each course of fire is shot four times and the shooter’s score is the time they need to shoot
the stage four times plus any penalties (each Penalty will add 3 second to time) for missed
shots, engaging targets from outside the shooting area and other infractions. The scores for
each stage are totaled up.

STEEL CHALLENGE – REQUIRED EQUIPMENT
What specific equipment you’ll need is entirely up to you. There are two main divisions in
Rimfire Steel Challenge: Scope, which allows for the use of red dot sights and other optics
on your rifle or pistol, and Irons, which requires iron sights to be used on both guns..

Ammunition
Each Stage will require the shooter to shoot a minimum of 20 rounds of ammunition. Each
stage consists of 4 strings of fire. Although you could get away with only bringing 3 10-round
magazines, it is advisable to bring one magazine for each “string” of shooting. New and
inexperienced shooters especially should bring extra ammunition just in case each string
takes more than 5 rounds to complete.

Steel Challenge Rimfire Rifles and Pistols
In Steel Challenge there is no limitation as to what type of rimfire pistol or rifle you can use. If
speed is what you’re after then a semi-automatic pistol or rifle will be the best option but
there is nothing stopping you from using a lever action or bolt action rifle. It is imperative that
your bring a good working rifle or pistol. It is best you take it to the range before coming to
the course of fire to make sure it is in good working order and the magazines function
properly. If you have fewer than 4 magazines you can have a helper load your magazines
while you are shooting your second string.

Holsters?
All rimfire competitors start each string of fire from the “low and ready” position. There is
usually a cone or flag to denote the position the firearm should be pointed in before the timer
beeps and you begin your string of fire. This further opens up the door for all shooters as
there is no need to bring a holster. Furthermore, there is no need to worry about drawing
from a holster when shooting a rimfire caliber firearm.

This is our second time shooting this course
Since this is a Second time for us please work with us as we all learn together. This
should be a fun shoot for everyone of all ages. There is no running from stage to stage.

